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Book 1 of the Harbinger of Doom series is now available in Audiobook format: ASIN:

B01KB9UHC0In The Fallen Angle, Glenn G. Thater transports you to a time of legendary heroes,

armored knights, spectacular duels, courtly intrigue, otherworldly evils, and ancient, forbidden

magics. Claradon, the young Lord of House Eotrus, stands accused of murder and treason by his

family's political rivals while on the trail of the chaos lord that slew those dearest to him. Claradon

has recruited the mysterious knight of mystical power called Angle Theta to aid him is his quest. But

Claradon has bought far more than he's bargained for, when his comrade Ob discovers the

terrifying secret of Angle Theta. A secret so horrifying as to shatter a man's mind and call into

question the very nature of good and evil. THE HARBINGER OF DOOM SAGABook 1: Gateway to

NifleheimBook 2: The Fallen Angle Book 3: Knight EternalBook 4: Dwellers of the DeepBook 5:

Blood, Fire, and ThornBook 6: Gods of the SwordBook 7: The Shambling DeadBook 8: Master of

the DeadBook 9: Shadow of DoomBook 10: Wizard's TollBook 11+ (forthcoming)The Hero and the

Fiend(A Novelette set in the Harbinger of Doom universe)The Gateway (a Novella length version of

Gateway to Nifleheim)Harbinger of Doom(combines Gateway to Nifleheim and The Fallen Angle

into a single volume)keywords: fantasy bundle, angels, demons, dragons, elf, god, vampire, wizard,

pirates, horror, humor, mystery, thriller, coming of age, visionary, arthurian, greek, viking, magic,

armor, legends, collections, bundle, boxed set, sagas, juvenile fiction norse
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For the amount of money charged for this its a very poor purchase. Very thin book, read through in

half a day. The story is fairly good and interesting but since there are so very many in the series and

the price is ridiculous I won't be purchasing any more of them.

This is the second book in the Trilogy. Glenn Thater, once again, has melded traditional Nordic

mythology and adventure themes with a modern story-style. Once again a very good book, and

once again, recommended!

The Fallen Angle is the second book in The Harbinger of Doom Saga and like the first book, The

Gateway, it is a fast paced, action pack story that I could not put down. In fact I read it in one sitting

and again was only disappointed by the fact it came to an end. The charactors created by Glenn G.

Thater are easy to follow and identify with. The story line flows seamlessly from the first book to this

one and I can't wait to read the next book. This is a great read and I highly recommend it.

I love the world Glenn Thayer creates in this saga. As with the other books in this world every

aspect of the writing is incredibly authentic. From the dialogue the Knights use to the descriptions of

the sights and sounds I am completely immersed in this world. Otherworldly literary escapism at it's

finest.

A very fun and quick read. I especially enjoyed the author's take on religion, and belief in some

grand plan .. Though i can understand how some more religious people, would be more sensitive

and will not appreciate the irony of this book.Though the book is too short. I enjoyed it a lot, but it

ended as soon as i got deep into the reading... on the other hand, I can't complain. I got several

hours (first two books combine) of a really fun, action packed, and often funny reading for a dollar

:)Most recommended.

Tis an awesome read love this series but do not like him combining the fairytales of the Christian



bible with a story set in Norse hedonism....they are not meant to be combined but other than that it's

an awesome read and buying the next book #3 to see what happens next

The definition of an ANGLE is : the space (usually measured in degrees) between two intersecting

lines or surfaces at or close to the point where they meet.The definition of an ANGEL is:a spiritual

being believed to act as an attendant, agent, or messenger of God, conventionally represented in

human form with wings and a long robe.I don't know how many "angles" can actually run around but

if you want to write a book about that then go right ahead. To each his own. I for one, usually do not

complain about misspelling in books or poor proofing because I can understand it takes time to get

things right and stuff can slip in between the cracks. HOWEVER...when it is sooo bad it ruins the

book? I cannot continue to read it nor can I give it a good review. In your case, you can't even spell

a simple word correctly and it is NOT a TYPO....it is throughout the book....what little bit I read and

ON THE COVER!!! I am sorry, I hate to give a bad review but when its one thing to misspell a word,

another to totally destroy said word. Please do not put something up, free or not, if you cannot get

the simplest of things correct. Your book is about angels - not angles. How can you write an entire

book on something you cannot spell correctly?

Sorry, but words really do fail me on how to describe just how awful The Harbinger of Doom books

were to read. Maybe the author Glenn G. Thater, needs to read some truly wonderful works by great

writers such as Guy Gavriel Kay, Tad Williams, Joan D. Vinge, Dan Simmons, Robin Hobb, Charles

de Lint and Stephen R. Donaldson, just to name a few, to see what writing is really all about. If you

can't do any better than this in the future Mr. Thater, please do us all a favor, and stick to your day

job!
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